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Geometric frustration of particle motion in a kagome lattice causes the single-particle band struc-
ture to have a flat s-orbital band. We probe this band structure by exciting a Bose-Einstein conden-
sate into excited Bloch states of an optical kagome lattice, and then measuring the group velocity
through the atomic momentum distribution. We find that interactions renormalize the band struc-
ture of the kagome lattice, greatly increasing the dispersion of the third band that, according to
non-interacting band theory, should be nearly non-dispersing. Measurements at various lattice
depths and gas densities agree quantitatively with predictions of the lattice Gross-Pitaevskii equa-
tion, indicating that the observed distortion of band structure is caused by the distortion of the
overall lattice potential away from the kagome geometry by interactions.
Band structure describes the states of motion of non-
interacting particles within a spatially periodic potential,
and serves as a key ingredient for understanding proper-
ties of materials, the propagation of light in photonic
crystals, and the transport of ultracold atoms within
optical lattices. In some materials, interactions cause
band structure to differ strongly from the non-interacting
case, an effect known as band-structure renormalization.
Such interaction-driven renormalization can be particu-
larly important in heavy-fermion materials, where the
Fermi energy lies within a band with very small disper-
sion (a flat band) [1].
Flat bands have also been realized in optical lattices.
Specifically, in the two-dimensional kagome [2] and Lieb
[3] lattices, geometric frustration of particle motion pro-
duces non-dispersing bands. In the tight-binding limit,
with the tunneling energy between neighboring sites i
and j defined as −J(aˆ†i aˆj + aˆ†j aˆi), a flat band emerges
as the third and second bands of the J > 0 kagome and
Lieb lattices, respectively. Here, aˆi (aˆ
†
i ) is the bosonic
particle annihilation (creation) operator at site i.
Systems of interacting bosons or fermions that equili-
brate within flat bands are the subject of intense theo-
retical interest [4–11]. Specifically, for interacting bosons
equilibrating in the flat ground band of a J < 0 kagome
lattice, You et al. [5] propose that interactions renor-
malize the band structure, causing a stable superfluid to
form at the K or Γ points of the Brilliouin zone, where,
self-consistently, the band energy is minimized.
In this work, we probe the effects of interactions on
the flat band of an optical kagome lattice with a gas
of bosons. A Bose-Einstein condensate of 87Rb atoms
is prepared at rest, accelerated, and then loaded adi-
abatically into an excited Bloch state of the (J > 0)
kagome lattice with variable quasimomentum q and band
index n. We characterize this far-from-equilibrium state
by measuring its momentum distribution and group ve-
locity vg. We find the group velocity for atoms in the
n = 3 band of the kagome lattice to be significantly
larger than expected for non-interacting atoms. Through
experiments and numerical calculations, we confirm that
the un-flattening of the n = 3 kagome band results from
interaction-driven band-structure renormalization. Our
work verifies the physical picture suggested by Ref. [5],
and, more generally, demonstrates that the transport
properties of lattice-trapped atoms can be significantly
influenced by interactions. Recently, the distortion of
the flat band of the Lieb lattice by an interacting gas
in a superposition of band states has also been observed
[12].
Band theory provides the eigenstates of single particles
in a spatially periodic potential as Bloch states Ψ
(n)
q (r)
with energies En(q). In the limit of vanishing poten-
tial depth, the band structure of any lattice approaches
the dispersion relation of a free particle with momen-
tum p = ~k, and Bloch states map onto plane waves
Ψ
(n)
q (r) ∼ exp(ik · r), where k lies in the n-th Brillouin
zone and k = q modulo reciprocal lattice vectors. This
mapping provides a three-step protocol to transport all
atoms within a Bose-Einstein condensate into any Bloch
state of an optical lattice (Fig. 1). First, a condensate
is formed at k = 0 in the absence of an optical lattice.
Second, the condensate is accelerated to a momentum ~k
lying in the n-th Brillouin zone. Third, the lattice poten-
tial is ramped on, mapping the condensate adiabatically
into the q = k Bloch state in the n-th band [13, 14].
We prepare Bose-Einstein condensates of 0.4−22×104
87Rb atoms in an optical dipole trap with trap frequen-
cies ωx,y,z = 2pi × (23, 41, 46) Hz. A vertically (z) ori-
ented light beam at 1064 nm wavelength, with its focus
displaced from the condensate in the x− y plane, is im-
posed for a variable time on the order of 1 ms. The dipole
force of this beam accelerates the condensate at 6 m/s2
in the y direction. The 1/e2 radius of the beam (85 µm)
is larger than the RTF ∼ 10µm Thomas-Fermi radii of
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FIG. 1. Experimental scheme. (a) The band structure of a
1D lattice drawn in the extended zone scheme at zero (left)
and non-zero (right) lattice depth. A particle accelerated to
the n-th Brillouin zone (n − 1 < |k|/q0 < n) is loaded into
the n-th band as the lattice is ramped up adiabatically. q0 is
the magnitude of the basis reciprocal lattice vector and ER
is the lattice recoil energy. (b) The optical kagome lattice
is constructed by overlaying triangular lattices using short-
(532 nm, green) and long-wavelength (1064, shown in red)
light. Primitive lattice vectors a1,2 are shown. The four sites
in a unit cell are labelled by letters A-D. (c) The first four
Brillouin zones of the kagome lattice. Acceleration of the
condensate along y maps atoms sequentially into the n = 1
(Γ to K), n = 3 (K to M), and then n = 4 (M to K) bands.
Displacement by a reciprocal lattice vector (thick dashed line)
reveals the path within the n = 3, 4 zones in the reduced zone
scheme. (d) Non-interacting band structure of the optical
kagome lattice. Solid black lines: (VSW, VLW) = h× (25, 15)
kHz. Dashed lines: zero lattice depth. The yellow trajectory
indicates the Bloch states to which atoms accelerated along
the trajectory in (c) are adiabatically connected. The circled
labels indicate where the data in Fig. 2(b) are taken. Here
ER = 2.0 kHz is the kagome-lattice recoil energy.
the condensate, reducing effects of the imposed dipole
potential curvature on the gas. [15]
After the accelerating optical potential is switched off,
we gradually impose an optical kagome lattice in the hor-
izontal plane [2, 16]. This lattice is formed by overlaying
two triangular lattices, created with short- (SW, 532 nm)
and also long-wavelength (LW, 1064 nm) light with in-
plane polarization. The depths of the two sublattices are
increased to their final values in T = 1.2 ms [17]. The
potential along the z axis is unmodified by the lattice
beams and remains loosely confining.
We characterize the lattice-bound condensate by mea-
suring its momentum distribution. After allowing the
condensate to evolve within the lattice for ≤ 350 µs, we
suddenly switch off both the optical lattice and dipole
trap. The atoms expand into a loosely confining mag-
netic trap, and then, after a quarter-cycle of harmonic
oscillation, are imaged. This technique maps a Bloch
state into a reciprocal lattice of sharply peaked atomic
distributions.
Letting qK be the magnitude of the quasimomen-
tum at the first K point, accelerating atoms along y
to a wavevector k/qK in the range of (0, 1) places the
lattice-trapped gas into the first band, of (1, 1.5) into
the third band, and of (1.5, 2) into the fourth band of
the kagome lattice (Fig. 1(c)). Since the condensate has
negligible widths in momentum space approximated by
~/RTF = 0.02(0.01)~qK in the y(x) direction, the entire
quantum gas can be loaded into a single band as long
as one avoids the edges of the Brillouin zone, where our
adiabatic-loading scheme fails.
Representative momentum distributions at four points
along this trajectory are shown in Fig. 2(b). Qualita-
tively, these distributions match with those calculated for
non-interacting atoms in our kagome lattice (Fig. 2(a)).
This qualitative agreement indicates that our procedure
places the entire population of the condensate into ex-
cited Bloch states, including into the n = 3 band whose
(non-interacting) band dispersion is near zero [18].
However, a quantitative analysis reveals dramatic dif-
ferences from the non-interacting band model. We fo-
cus on the group velocity vg = ~−1∇qEn(q). By the
Hellmann-Feynman theorem [19–21], which applies re-
gardless of interaction strength, the group velocity is re-
lated to the mean velocity vg = 〈~k/m〉 of the Bloch
state, with m being the atomic mass.
Experimentally, we measure this mean velocity by ap-
plying spatial fits to the imaged distribution in a region
surrounding each peak to determine the population NG
of atoms in the ~(q + G) momentum states, where G
are reciprocal lattice vectors. We then take the weighted
average vg = (~/m)(
∑
GNG(q+G))/(
∑
GNG).
The observed group velocity disagrees profoundly with
the non-interacting band structure result. In particular,
whereas the non-interacting band theory predicts a near-
zero group velocity within the n = 3 kagome-lattice band,
we observe a gas of atoms loaded into that band to have
a significantly higher group velocity.
To explain this disgreement, we consider effects of in-
teratomic interactions. Band structure may apply in in-
teracting systems in different ways. One approach is to
consider weak excitations atop an interacting system at
equilibrium and characterized by lattice symmetry. The
spectrum of low-lying bands of excitations of interacting
lattice-trapped quantum gases have been measured, for
example, through optical Bragg scattering [22–25].
Alternately, band structure may be used to describe
the far from equilibrium state of a lattice-bound gas that
is driven in its entirety into an excited Bloch state within
the lattice. For an interacting condensed gas, interac-
tions are treated at the mean-field level by calculating
the Bloch states of the lattice Gross-Pitaevskii equation,
(
− ~
2
2m
∇2 + V (r) + g|Ψ(r)|2
)
Ψ(r) = En(q)Ψ(r) (1)
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FIG. 2. Measured group velocity in the kagome lattice. Mo-
mentum distributions are shown (a: non-interacting Bloch
theory; b: measured) at four representative initial k (indi-
cated by dashed circles in (b)) with labels corresponding to
those in Fig. 1(d). Basis reciprocal lattice vectors g1,2 are
shown. (c) Measured vg = vg · y. The initial wavevec-
tor k is measured for each experimental repetition. Data
with ky within a binning range (blue shaded bars) of about
0.1 qK are averaged, with 3-8 measurements per bin. Er-
ror bars are standard mean errors. Data agree with calcu-
lations that include effects of interactions at a peak density
of n0 = 5.4(5)× 1013cm−3 (solid black curve, gray region in-
dicates effect of density uncertainty), and disagree with non-
interacting band-theory predictions (black dashed line). Final
lattice depths are (VSW, VLW) = h× (25, 15) kHz.
where V (r) is the optical kagome lattice potential, g =
4pi~2a/m with a being the s-wave scattering length, and
Ψ(r) is the condensate wavefunction. Self-consistent
Bloch-state solutions are found where the density |Ψ(r)|2
is symmetric under translation by lattice vectors. The
state Ψ(r) is then a Bloch state for a non-interacting
gas in an overall potential that is the sum of the applied
lattice potential V (r) and the spatially periodic interac-
tion energy g0|Ψ(r)|2. Such Bloch-state solutions have
been studied in the context of quantum gases, highlight-
ing the emergence of additional solutions beyond those
in the non-interacting case (swallowtails and states with
doubled spatial period), of related dynamical phenomena
such as nonlinear Landau-Zener tunneling and hyteresis
[26–35], and modulational instability [36–38]. Nonlinear
Bloch modes also arise in nonlinear photonic crystals [39]
and exciton-polariton condensates [40].
The group velocity determined from Eq. 1 agrees with
our measurements (Fig. 2(c)) [41]. The lattice Gross-
Pitaevskii equation also predicts specific differences in
the Bloch-state momentum distribution between the non-
interacting and interacting cases. Such differences are ev-
ident in our data, although not as robustly as the overall
change in the group velocity. Both numerical and exper-
imental data show that the effect of interactions on the
group velocity is most pronounced in the n = 3 band,
adding significant dispersion to a band that, in the non-
interacting case, is nearly flat.
We characterize the interaction-induced distortion of
the flat band of the kagome band structure by two ad-
ditional experiments. We focus on the initial wavevector
ky = 1.25 qK , which lies in the middle of the portion
of the n = 3 Brillouin zone accessed by our procedure.
In one experiment (Fig. 3(a)), we measure vg for identi-
cally prepared condensates that are loaded into lattices
of increasing depth. For the non-interacting case, the cal-
culated group velocity tends quickly to zero as the lattice
is deepened and approaches the kagome-geometry, tight-
binding limit. In contrast, in the presence of interactions,
while vg diminishes for increasing lattice depth, it does
so only slowly and lies significantly higher than the non-
interacting result.
In a second experiment, we study the dependence of vg
on the interaction strength by varying the density of the
gas. We load condensates within initial peak densities n0
in the range of 2−11×1013 cm−3 into the aforementioned
Bloch state of the lattice, and find vg increases with gas
density (Fig. 3(b)), showing that the flat band of the
kagome lattice acquires a dispersion that increases with
interaction energy.
The picture that emerges from our findings is that the
interaction energy of atoms within a Bloch state adds
to and distorts the lattice potential, so that the trans-
port properties of atoms in the resulting overall lattice
potential differ dramatically from those dictated by the
optical lattice on its own. This distortion is evident in
the real-space atomic distribution predicted by the lat-
tice Gross-Pitaevskii equation. In Fig. 4, we consider
again the n = 3, ky = 1.25 qK Bloch state, and cal-
culate the population fractions in the four sites of the
lattice unit cell, with A, B and C being the three allowed
sites in the kagome lattice, and D being the site excluded
from the lattice as VLW is increased. In the deep lat-
tice, the population becomes concentrated largely in just
two sites of the kagome lattice (B and C). The unequal
population of atoms in the kagome lattice sites leads to
a mean-field interaction potential that departs from the
kagome-lattice geometry. It is then not surprising that
the band-structure of this distorted overall lattice poten-
tial no longer supports a flat n = 3 band.
The quenching of kinetic energy amplifies the effects
of interactions on a many-body system that occupies a
non-dispersing band. For interacting bosons equilibrat-
ing within the flat band of the J < 0 kagome lattice,
several low-temperature states have been discussed, in-
cluding Wigner crystal and supersolid phases [4], a su-
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FIG. 3. Dependence of vg on lattice depths and densities mea-
sured at a fixed initial wavevector of ky = 1.25 qK . (a) vg mea-
sured with a peak density n0 = 6.2(6)× 1013cm−3 and differ-
ent lattice depths, with VSW/VLW kept at 2. While band the-
ory (dashed black curve) predicts that vg is suppressed quickly
at increasing lattice depths, data (each point represents the
average of 4-7 measurements) show a significantly smaller rate
of suppression, in agreement with Gross-Pitaevskii equation
predictions (solid black curve, gray region indicates effects of
density uncertainty). (b) vg measured at fixed lattice depths
(VSW, VLW) = h × (20, 10) kHz increases monotonically with
number density as predicted by the Gross-Pitaevskii equation
(black solid curve), clearly indicating interaction effects. Data
within a small binning range (blue shaded bars) of densities,
which are determined up to 10% systematic uncertainty, are
averaged, with between 3-8 measurements per bin. Error bars
are standard mean errors. Insets are single-shot images taken
at indicated settings.
perfluid residing at the band minima of an interaction-
renormalized energy band [5], and fractional-filling Mott
insulator states [42]. Our demonstrated ability to place
a 87Rb gas into the n = 3 band of a J > 0 kagome lat-
tice raises the possibility that such predictions could be
tested in the non-equilibrium setting of bosons evolving
transiently within an excited band.
However, we observe the excited-band populations in
our experiment to be unstable to decay. Such decay is
seen, for example, in the momentum distribution of the
highest-density gas shown in Fig. 3(b), where the sharp
momentum peaks of the coherent Bloch state give way to
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FIG. 4. Real-space distribution of atoms in the n = 3,
ky = 1.25 qK Bloch state. (a) Calculated fractional popu-
lation in the four kagome-lattice sites in a unit cell as a func-
tion of lattice depths with VSW/VLW = 2 (dashed line: band
theory; solid line: Gross-Pitaevskii equation). (b) Real-space
distribution of atoms in a lattice at (VSW, VLW) = h× (20, 10)
kHz calculated by solving the Gross-Pitaevskii equation with
n0 = 6.2× 1013cm−3
a broad momentum distribution. This broad distribution
grows to a significant fraction of the total atom popula-
tion within hundreds of µs, with shorter lifetimes seen for
higher-density gases in higher-depth lattices. Through
band mapping, we determine that this decay produces
atoms predominantly in the ground band. Further, ex-
amining also the decay of atoms prepared in the n = 2
(reached by accelerating the gas initially along x) or
n = 4 bands, we observe the n = 3 Bloch state to decay
most rapidly. It remains to be seen whether atoms pre-
pared in energy extrema of the renormalized n = 3 band,
predicted to lie at the Γ and K points, show greater sta-
bility. The decay to lower bands occur through collisions
that transfer band energy into the loosely confined z di-
rection of motion. It may be possible to forestall such
decay by adding an additional confining lattice along z.
In conclusion, in searching for experimental evidence
of the non-dispersing nature of the n = 3 band of the
kagome lattice, we find, instead, that interactions among
atoms placed within that band lead to significant band-
structure renormalization. The interaction-based distor-
tion of the band structure is seen by directly measuring
the group velocity of the Bloch state, and finding it to
be significantly larger than predicted by non-interacting
band theory. The emergence of a modified overall lattice
structure generated by atoms within a lattice is remi-
niscent of experiments on quantum gases within optical
cavities [43, 44]. In the optical-cavity experiments, the
emergent lattice is generated by light-induced extended-
range atomic interactions, whereas, in the present work,
the emergent potential is produced by direct local inter-
actions. Future work may examine which aspects of the
non-interacting band structure become invalid for lattice-
trapped interacting systems, e.g. by studying the renor-
malization of band gaps and the interplay between hys-
tersis and band-geometry effects.
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